New challenges have emerged from the integration of renewable energy sources within the conventional electrical grid which powers base stations (BS). Energy-aware traffic offloading brings a promising solution to maintain the user performance while reducing the carbon footprint. Focusing on downlink cellular networks consisting of on-grid, off-grid and hybrid BSs, we propose a novel poweraware biased cell association where each user independently partitions BSs into two sets and applies different association biases for each, depending on the type of power, renewable or not, that can be requested for service. The gain provided by such strategy regarding the probability of power outage and the average grid power consumption is investigated. To capture their dual nature, the bias applied for association with a hybrid BS is not constant among users nor over time, and is dynamically tailored to the fluctuations of the BS battery level, the user power requirement and the estimated power consumed to serve other users potentially associated with the same BS. Such approach allows to efficiently share the available energy among BSs and turns high heterogeneity in the BS powering into advantage.
to some hundreds meters. The fast escalation of the energy demand, together with increasing environmental concerns on greenhouse gas emissions, has urged the integration of renewable energy sources [2] [3] [4] [5] , resulting in networks with heterogeneous power supply, composed of (i) on-grid BS, solely connected to the conventional carbon-based power grid, (ii) off-grid BSs, solely relying on energy harvesting and (iii) hybrid BSs, combining both types of power supply.
Traffic offloading was originally proposed to boost the network capacity, by leveraging underused spectrum across the different existing radio access technologies [6, 7] and efficiently rerouting the user traffic towards available pico-BSs, femto-BSs or WiFi hot spots. But it also plays a fundamental role in green wireless cellular networks. A wide range of energy-aware offloading strategies has been proposed for on-grid networks [8] [9] [10] . However, such conventional approaches do not encompass the unique challenges raised by energy harvesting [11] . Firstly, renewable energy is generally unreliable and unpredictable, depending on the weather condition.
Secondly, the traffic load may not be distributed in accordance to the energy harvesting random process, leading to energy waste in parts of the network and energy shortage in other parts.
Thirdly, the coexistence of different power supplies within the same network, each having its own operating characteristics, calls for a refined management of the available energy.
Optimizing the user association issue in small-cells networks with heterogeneous power supply has been investigated in the literature with the objective of minimizing the grid energy consumption, e.g. in [11] [12] [13] , maximizing the data rate [14, 15] , balancing the trade-off existing between traffic delay and power consumption [16] or minimizing the outage probability due to energy shortage [17] . The proposed optimized decisions are processed at a central (possibly virtual) node or are implemented in a distributed manner through iterative algorithms. Although in both cases, optimality is reached only through extensive causal (possibly non-causal) information exchange on the instantaneous channel and battery states, the extra cost of such additional signaling is generally ignored in the evaluation of the overall energy performance and thus, questions the gains provided by centralized strategies.
This motivates us to rather focus on distributed one-shot cell association schemes, where each user associates with a BS independently of others, using local CSI/BSI only, and in a selforganized manner. But the resulted information shortage, jointly with the uncertainty in the energy arrivals and battery limitations, (i) lets the possibility for users to associate with a BS that cannot guarantee service due to low battery level and (ii) may result in poor energy management, by excessively draining the BS batteries at each time slot or conversely, by underusing the available renewable energy. While this first issue has been addressed in our previous work [18] , we here propose to regulate the energy consumption from both grid and renewable supplies by the use of association weights, or biases, that are applied to artificially squeeze or extend the BS coverage.
A general framework has been proposed in [19] to assess the impact of biases on the performance of multi-tier networks with RF energy harvesting, and several analyses have been provided, notably in [15, 20] for throughput optimization and outage probability respectively.
But the strategies proposed in these works consider association biases which only depend on the BS tier, irrespective of the BS current battery level or the user power requirement. The use of such constant biases cannot capture the dual nature of hybrid base stations, since it does not differentiate in this case the consumed carbon-based grid energy and the renewable one, harvested from the environment. Dynamically adapting the association biases to the instantaneous energy resource and user requirement opens perspectives on green traffic offloading that have not been explored so far.
Contributions:
In this paper, we aim to minimize the power consumed from non-renewable sources while meeting a received power constraint at any served users, by utilizing the poweraware cell association of [18] and proposing for it a novel strategy based on adaptive biases. To our best knowledge, this work is the first to propose and analyze non-constant adaptive biases for user association.
Different from existing schemes, our approach is user-centric and only requires periodical broadcast of the BS battery levels. Each user computes, independently from others, the energy required by neighboring BSs to satisfy a received power constraint over one time slot and then, partitions BSs depending on whether or not it can be served from renewable energy. Next, biasing is applied for association decision to prompt users to be served by BSs having sufficient renewable green power. In this work, we propose a novel approach where biases are dynamically tailored, at each user and time slot, to the energy stored in the BS battery, the user required power, accounting for path-loss and shadowing, but also the estimated power consumed to serve other users potentially associated with the same BS.
Next, adjusting the association biases allows to regulate the average amount of energy stored in the BS battery, and thus to control the probability of power outage and the grid power consumption. Analyzing such trade-off is the second objective of this work. As most of small-cell infrastructures are opportunistically deployed, resulting in irregularly-shaped networks, modeling the node position as random variables allows to analyze the network performance using tools of 
Subset of Available X-BSs, serving user j from renewable energy
Subset of Non-available X-BSs, serving user j from the grid supply
Probability to associate with a X-BS and request green/grid power, given a battery state l U / ω User position in the network (PPP / density)
Density of the users served by a X-BS from renewable source/grid supply
Received power constraint / Maximum power consumed from the grid supply p kj Power required to send data from BS k to user j
Probability that a X-BS consumes exactly m power units from the battery / grid
Average power consumed from the grid at a X-BS
Probability vector and transition matrix of the battery states at a X-BS stochastic geometry and alleviates the need for extensive time-consuming Monte-Carlo simulations. We thus present a comprehensive analysis for the proposed strategy and derive closed-form expression for the performance gain. Finally, we show that dynamically associating with BSs depending on the current battery level achieves significant power saving while, at the same time, taking advantage of higher network heterogeneity.
The paper is organized as follows. The network model and main assumptions are described in Section II. The proposed cell association with adaptive biases is presented in Section III and its performance is analyzed in Section IV. Numerical simulations are presented in Section V and Section VI concludes this paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
We describe in this section the network model, the assumptions for energy harvesting, together with the battery model at off-grid and hybrid base stations. Table I summarizes the notation used in this paper.
A. A PPP-based network
We consider a downlink cellular network which consists, as in [11] , of (i) on-grid BSs (OG-BS), connected to the power grid, (ii) energy-harvesting BSs (EH-BS), solely powered by energy scavenging and (iii) hybrid base stations (HY-BS) which are both connected to the power grid and provided with energy harvesting facilities. The BSs of type X, with X ∈ {OG, EH, HY}, are distributed according to an independent homogeneous PPP B X , with density λ X .
Next, users are distributed according to an independent homogeneous PPP U, with density ω, and are assumed in coverage of more than one BS. Served users are separated in time, frequency or both (OFDMA), implying that there is no intra-cell interference, as in [21] . We further assume a power-limited framework, where the available time-frequency resource is large enough to accommodate any user requiring service, as long as sufficient power is available. Such baseline assumption provides a tractable benchmark for performance analysis and is supported by the densification of next-generation cellular networks, where BSs serve only a few users each.
B. Channel attenuation and Required power
The channel model accounts for path-loss and shadowing. All links are assumed mutually independent and identically distributed. First, the path-loss from BS k to user U j is given by κr α k,j , where r k,j is the distance between them, κ is the free-space path-loss at a distance of 1m and α is the path-loss exponent. Second, the shadowing attenuation χ k,j from BS k to U j follows a log-normal distribution, with zero-mean and standard deviation σ. Since fast fading can be hardly tracked for cell association, it is not taken in to account.
As in [18] , we consider a power allocation which minimizes the transmit power required to satisfy a received power constraint P Rx . More commonly envisaged for uplink transmissions, such a model allows more efficient use of the renewable energy available in the battery [4, 12] . A BS with low power in its battery can nevertheless serve nearby users, with low power requirement. p kj is defined as the power requested by user j to receive data from BS k , i.e.
While the required power p kj is limited by the battery level at EH-BSs, we assume a power constraint P Both EH-BSs and HY-BSs are equipped with batteries, or power buffers, potentially with distinct energy harvesting capabilities. We assume that the power stored in a battery is solely issued from renewable sources, and conversely, that all the green power is stored in the battery before consumption. This implies that the power consumed from the grid supply does not affect the battery level. As in [18, 22] , both the harvested and consumed powers are continuous random variables but are discretized into a finite number of levels for the purpose of analysis. The battery fluctuations, as broadcast at each time slot, depend solely on the previous battery states, the user associations at previous time slot and the power harvested during τ . They are thus modeled by a finite-state Markov chain. For X ∈ {EH, HY}, we respectively define ε (X) , l (X) and L (X) as the step size (or power unit), the current battery level and the battery capacity of a X-BS (in power units). In addition, the probability that the battery has l power units is denoted as v (X) l and the probability vector of the battery states as
. We also denote as
the probability to go from state l to state q from one time slot to the next one at a X-BS.
The related transition matrix is referred as
Without loss of generality, a general energy harvesting model is considered, where the power arrivals follow a Poisson process of intensity λ e . Such a model is used for example for solar photo-voltaic panels, but the analysis proposed in this work is valid for other harvesting processes, by considering other function P H .
Regarding the model for battery depletion, we assume as in [18, 22] that the power p kj consumed to send data from BS k to user j is rounded up to the nearest battery unit. Given that the battery levels are broadcast only periodically, more than one user can associate with 1 The transmission and harvesting processes are considered within the duration of one time slot, such that the analysis proposed in this paper is based on power rather than energy, without loss of generality.
the same BS based on the same battery state information. Therefore, from one time slot to the following one, the battery level is decreased by an amount of power equal to the sum of the powers requested by all users selected during this time slot. The probability P
(X)
T (m | l) to consume a total of m power units given that X-BS k has l power units in its battery is equal to
where the summation is over the set of users served by BS k . We assume that associated users are selected for service in ascending order of their required transmit power. The computation of this probability is one of the major challenges solved in Section IV.
III. BIASED CELL ASSOCIATION WITH ADAPTIVE BIASES
This section describes the considered cell association with BS partitioning and adaptive biases.
The case with EH-BSs only is first described, next extended to the general case. We conclude by discussing on the particular case of HY-BSs.
A. User association for homogeneous networks [18]
We first focus on networks consisting of EH-BSs only, for which a cell association jointly accounting for the BS available power and the user power requirement of Eq. (1) has been proposed in [18] . It is performed in three steps, briefly restated in the following:
• Step 1: Estimating the BS power availability: A base station BS k is declared available for user j if the amount of power l k ε (broadcast at the beginning of the current time slot) is sufficient to accommodate the requested power p kj in addition to the estimated power P k\j consumed by other users potentially associated with BS k , i.e.
and
The estimate P k\j characterizes the BS availability and is computed independently at each user. If overestimated, users will more likely declare BSs as unavailable. If underestimated, too many users may associate with the same BS, leading to power outage. We highlight that a BS may be available for one user and not for another one.
• Step 2: Effective association: Then, each user effectively associate with the available BS that minimizes the required transmit power. No multi-cell transmission nor clustering is assumed in this work.
• Step 3: User selection: Finally, each BS selects the users which can be served among the associated ones. Since users associate with a given BS based on an estimate of the total power consumption, such BS may not be able to serve all associated users To maximize the number of served users, each BS selects associated users in ascending order of their power requirement, till all associated users are selected or till the battery is empty.
We refer the reader to [18] for further details on the cell association. Such strategy has been shown to provide significant reduction of the probability of power outage, exceeding 50% in case of bursty energy arrivals, while requiring little extra overhead to broadcast the BS battery levels at each time slot.
B. Application to networks with heterogeneous power supply
Different from the analysis of [18] , we now move onto considering general networks, consisting of EH-BS, HY-BS and OG-BS.
1)
Step 1: BSs partitioning: To minimize the power consumed from the conventional grid supply, users are prompted to associate in priority with base stations which can guaranty service solely using the power issued from renewable source, i.e. the power harvested from the environment and stored in the battery. By applying the power-availability criteria of Eq. (3), each user partitions neighboring X-BSs into two sets. If the battery level is high enough compared to the required power, a X-BS is declared available and power from renewable source will be requested if user j associates with it. The sub-set of corresponding BSs is denoted by A (X) j , with A for available. Otherwise, BSs are declared non-available and power from the grid supply will be requested. This subset of BSs is denoted as G (X) j , with G for grid. We highlight that such partitioning is different from one user to another and jointly depends on the battery level and
Remarks: For OG-BSs, A (OG) j = ∅ (equivalently HY-BSs with empty battery) and for EH-BSs,
is not considered for cell association.
2)
Step 2: Effective association: A user j associates with the base station BS k which consumes the less biased power to satisfy the received power constraint P Rx :
In this, β kj denotes for a power bias, or association weight, which is applied for cell association of user j with BS k . Such biases allow to control traffic off-loading, from BSs with low battery to BSs with higher battery. Together with the association request, each user announces the requested power supply. If BS k ∈ A j , user j requests renewable energy, whether it is an EH-BS or a HY-BS. Otherwise, it requests grid supply, whether it is an OG-BS or a HY-BS.
3)
Step 3: User selection: Both EH-BSs and HY-BSs may need to drop users which cannot be served given their effective battery level. While HY-BSs can consume extra grid power to serve such users, power outage is declared at EH-BSs.
C. On the particular case of hybrid BSs
HY-BSs are both provided with energy harvesting facilities and access to the power grid.
While a user can only request renewable power (resp. grid power) if associated with an EH-BS (resp. OG-BS), it is free to choose the power source if associated with a HY-BS. We do not assume that grid power is consumed at a HY-BS only if the battery is empty. As discussed in Section V, this significantly improves the network performance.
Another consequence is that HY-BSs manage two sets of users, one being served with renewable supply and one with grid supply. Different from existing literature on biased cell association, the bias applied by a user for associating with a HY-BS is not constant over the whole set of HY-BSs. It varies from one time slot to the other and from one user to the other, according to the user power requirement and the battery level fluctuations. As far of our knowledge, this is the first non-constant adaptive bias proposed for cell association.
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF CELL ASSOCIATION WITH ADAPTIVE BIASES
As illustrated in Figure 1 , the association biases significantly impact the probability for a user to be served using power from the conventional grid supply. Setting β A close to zero forces users 
A. Problem characterization for bias optimization
Monte-Carlo simulations may rapidly turn out to be excessively time-consuming in regard to the considerable number of samples necessary to average both the node locations and the battery level fluctuations [23] . As a consequence, we propose to analyze the performance of the proposed strategy in terms of the probability of power outage P out and the average power per area unit, P (G)
HY , that is consumed from the grid supply at both OG-BSs and HY-BSs. At a given time slot, the current battery levels, as broadcast by HY-BSs and EH-BSs, fully determine the BS partitioning into sets A and G and give the probability of association to an EH-BS, a HY-BS or an OG-BS. Reciprocally, such probability affects the power consumption, from green or carbon-based power supply, and thus, determines the battery levels at the next time 
X (p | l)) to associate with an EH-BS or a HY-BS (resp. an OG-BS or a HY-BS) and to request renewable power (resp. carbon-based power), for any battery state l.
• Step 3: User selection: Compute the density Ω (A)
X (p | l)) of users served by a X-BS using power from the green (resp. grid) supply, for any state l.
• Step 4: Power consumption: Using Theorem 1 of [18] , deduce from the density Ω [18] .
In this algorithm, steps 1 and 2 characterizes the network from the point of view of the typical user, while steps 3 and 4 move onto the perspective of a base station. The equilibrium distributions of the battery states at EH-BSs and HY-BSs are not independent and have to be jointly computed. In the following, we extend the analysis proposed in [18] for step 1 to networks with heterogeneous supply. Then, we fully analyze steps 2 and 3 which include the novel association biases proposed in this paper. For the benefit of the reader, closed-form expressions required for step 4 and derived in [18] are summarized in the Appendix.
C. Characterization of the set of served users
We consider the i th iteration of the solution algorithm. The biases are set to (β A , β G ) and the probability vectors of the BS battery state are equal to v (HY) (i) and v (EH) (i) . We drop the index (i) for more readability and start the analysis by two definitions.
First, the power coverage p (cov,X) l is defined as the maximum power issued from renewable sources that can be requested by a user served by a X-BS (EH-BS or HY-BS) having l power units in its battery. For any U j in coverage of X-BS k ,
with g X as given in Eq. (4) . Second, we define l as the lowest buffer state providing availability of X-BS k . For U j requiring p kj ,
1) Density of A 0 and G 0 (Step 1 of the algorithm): From the properties of displaced PPPs, the point process modeling the powers p k0 ∀k is distributed according to a non-homogeneous
Next, retaining out of this PPP only the BSs which are available for U 0 is an independent thinning, whose properties allow to compute the density of A
0 . The retention probability that a X-BS (EH-or HY-BS) has enough available power to serve U 0 using renewable supply is equal to
is computed as in Eq. (14) of [18] :
with p (cov) l as given in Eq. (7).
Now considering a network with heterogeneous power supply, we deduce from Eq. (9) the density of G (X) 0 , i.e. the set of X-BSs (HY-BSs or OG-BSs) for which grid power is required:
In particular, for EH-BSs, Λ
EH (p) = 0, ∀p and, for OG-BSs, Λ
.
2) Probability of association with an X-BS (Step 2 of the algorithm):
We move onto computing the probability that U 0 associates with a base station of type X ∈ {OG, EH, HY}. As described in
Step 2 of Subsection III-B, U 0 associates with X-BS 0 if the power p required to satisfy the received power constraint P Rx , weighted by the correct bias β , is minimal among all other BSs.
First, let assume that X-BS 0 ∈ G (X) 0 , i.e. X-BS 0 consumes grid power to serve U 0 , implying that β = β G . Leveraging the reduced Palm distribution [24] , ∀Y ∈ {EH, OG, HY}, the set of Y-BSs (excluding X-BS 0 if Y =X) has the same properties as B Y and can be partitioned into the subsets A (Y) 0 , for which the association bias β A is applied, and G (Y) 0 , for which the bias β G is applied. Therefore, the typical user U 0 associates with X-BS 0
We now denote G as the point process modeling such scaled power:
Given that it is also a PPP, the void probability of PPP allow to compute the probability that U 0 associates with X-BS 0 ∈ G (X) 0 :
where l is the battery level at X-BS 0 and Λ (G) the density of G. In particular, P (G)
0 , we denoting l † the lowest buffer state providing availability for a user U j requiring p kj = t k
Once again leveraging the properties of displaced PPP, the process modeling the {t k } forms a PPP on R + and its density is computed in a similar way as Λ 
Note that l † = l if β A = β G . Therefore, the density of G is expressed as:
In this, Λ (βA)
HY (p) corresponds to the base stations (EH-or HY-BSs) which are declared available for U 0 (bias β A is applied). Λ (G)
OG (p) refers to base stations (OG-or HY-BSs) which are declared non-available (bias β G is applied).
A similar analysis can be conducted to compute the probability that U 0 associates with X-BS 0 ∈ A (X) 0 , i.e. using bias β A . Focusing on U 0 , the power requirements p k0 of all other Y-BSs for which the same bias β A is applied are distributed according to a PPP of density
HY (p), while the scaled power requirements
of all other Y-BSs (for which bias β G is applied) are modeled according to a PPP with density
with Λ (βA)
HY computed as in in Eq. (15) but exchanging β A and β G . Denoting l the battery level at X-BS 0 , the probability that U 0 associates with X-BS 0 ∈ A (X) 0 is s.t.:
OG (p ) = 0. 3) Density of users served by an X-BS (Step 3 of the algorithm): So far, the analysis has targeted the typical user's perspective. To characterize the point process of users served by a given X-BS and compute the overall consumed power, we move onto the BS perspective and consider a typical base station of type X, denoted as X-BS 0 . The point process modeling the powers p 0j , ∀j required by surrounding users follows a non-homogeneous PPP on R + of density
Remark: Following Step 3 of the cell association procedure, each base station selects the users that can be served among the ones which are associated with it and in ascending order of their biased power requirement, given the battery level limitation. As the power availability criteria is based on an estimate, there exists a non-zero probability that too many users are associated,
given the current battery level, and have to be dropped (at EH-BSs) or served using grid power (at HY-BSs). Simulations show that the probability that too many users are associated regarding the battery level is negligible. We thus approximate the set of users selected by any EH-BS or HY-BS by the set of users associated with it.
Retaining out of the PPP modeling the powers p 0j , ∀j only the users associated to X-BS 0 corresponds to an independent thinning, with retention probability P (A)
j , as computed in previous subsection. Denoting l the battery level, the set of users which are served from renewable energy has a density equal to
Similarly, the set of users which are served from the grid supply forms PPP on R + , with density:
We highlight that the densities of the served users jointly depend on both probability vectors
X , whether it is a EH-BS, a HY-BS or a OG-BS. Such result concludes the analysis necessary to run the algorithm proposed in Section IV-B.
D. Computation of considered performance metrics
Once the stationary distribution for both v (HY) and v (EH) is known, the performance of the proposed strategy with adaptive biases can be computed. First, the probability of power outage is a good measure of the battery level at EH-BSs and gives insight of the network general behavior, as we will show in Section V. A power outage at the typical user U 0 occurs if it cannot find any base station to associate with, due to weak channel or power shortage at surrounding EH-BSs.
Therefore, from the void probability of PPPs, the probability of power outage is expressed by:
where
EH is the density of available EH-BSs and Λ HY / Λ OG is the total density of HY-/OG-BSs. The first term is the probability that no EH-BS is can be found within the maximum feasible power coverage p . Note that the effect of the biases are implicitly captured in the first term only and is particularly noticeable when the network is poorly provided with access to the power grid (low densities λ HY and λ OG ).
Next, we move onto the average power per area unit consumed from non-renewable sources, at both OG-BSs and HY-BSs. Denoting P (G−OG) T (m) the probability that a OG-BS consumes m units (computed in step 4 of the algorithm), we have:
Regarding HY-BSs, the probability that a HY-BS consumes m units from the power grid depends also on its current battery level. A fully-charged HY-BS has much less probability to resort to the grid supply than HY-BSs with low battery level. We denote P (G−HY) T (m | l) the probability that a HY-BS consumes m units from the power grid given that l units are stored in the battery.
Recalling that v (HY) l
is the probability to have l power units in the battery, the average power per unit area consumed from the carbon-based grid supply at HY-BSs is equal to
Once again, the impact of (β A , β G ) is implicit and both P (G)
OG and P (G)
HY jointly depend on the stationary distribution of the battery states at EH-BSs and HY-BSs.
V. SIMULATIONS AND PERFORMANCE RESULTS
In this Section, we validate the analysis proposed earlier and investigate the performance achieved by the proposed biased cell association, by comparison with conventional policies.
A. Simulation set up and reference schemes
In the following, the proposed policy is referred as "CA-Aβ", for cell association with adaptive biases. Without loss of generality, we can set β G to 1 and let β A vary. If not specified, we consider the simulation parameters of Table II . For performance comparison, we consider the three following reference schemes:
• Conventional biased cell association (CA-Fβ): association biases are fixed and depends on the BS type, regardless of the user required power or the BS current battery level as in [15, 19, 20] . Biases are denoted as β EH , β HY and β OG .
• Conventional non-biased cell association (CA-noβ): each user simply associates with the available BS that consumes the less transmit power (i.e. β X = 1, ∀X).
• Ideal scheme (Best-CA): batteries are assumed always full. This reference gives an upperbound on the achievable performance and is used to efficiently compare a wide range of simulation parameters.
The proposed power-aware cell association takes advantage of (i) the power-availability criteria, (ii) the ability for users to choose their power supply and (iii) the adaptive biases. The performance enhancement brought by the availability criteria has already been investigated in [18] . To isolate its impact and fairly analyzing the gain provided by two other design parameters, we assume, for CA-Fβ, CA-noβ and Best-CA, that EH-BSs periodically broadcast their battery level, so that users determinate their power availability.
Remark:
The performance obtained by Monte-Carlo simulations and by calculation is plotted in the two following figures. As observed, the plots show a good agreement between the computational and simulated results, which validates the approximation used to compute the density of served users and the algorithm of Section IV-B.
B. On the probability of power outage
We first consider a network where all small-cell BSs are provided with energy harvesting facilities and distributed according a PPP of density λ = 
out . Given that the probability of power outage is dominated by the term exp − X∈{HY,OG} Λ X P (max) Tx , computing such ratio allows to isolate the gain issued from the different schemes and battery management. As observed, the probability of power outage monotonically decreases with β A , illustrating the fact that users are prompted to attach to HY-BSs with grid supply and that more energy is stored in the batteries without being consumed. The loss decreases till 0, i.e. batteries are always full and the outage probability cannot be further reduced.
As illustrated in Figure 2 , both CA-Aβ and CA-Fβ provide fairly similar performance. Indeed, only users sufficiently far from HY-BSs may be in power outage and have thus to be served by the closest available EH-BS. This suggests that the power outage probability is mostly impacted by the power-availability checking, performed prior to cell association, rather than by the adaptive biases. Thus, for the rest of this paper, we move onto investigating the on-grid power consumption.
C. On the on-grid power consumption 1) First insights: Figure 3 depicts the total on-grid power consumed over the simulation area A sim using CA-Aβ and illustrates the balance between the stationary distribution of the battery level and the overall on-grid consumption. Increasing β A first allows to consume less power from the grid. For example, with λ HY = 40% 1 π80 2 , more than 2W are saved by taking β A = 4 rather than β A ≤ β G = 1. With a higher β A , users located far from both HY-BSs and EH-BSs are prompted to select non-renewable energy for service even if, at a given time slot, sufficient renewable energy is stored in the battery of an EH-BS or a HY-BS. As a consequence, the battery level has higher probability to store more power units at next time slot, and thus, more users can be served from renewable energy. Yet, passed a certain threshold, increasing β A has a detrimental effect on the on-grid power consumption. Indeed, the battery level is kept uselessly high and users are let requesting too often grid power, given the channel conditions, power demand and BS density.
2) Advantages of letting users decide on the power supply: Figure 4 further investigate such trade-off in a network deprived of OG-BSs, with varying overall density λ = 1 πR 2 but always constituted of 40% of HY-BSs and 60% of EH-BSs. We focus on the gain in the total on-grid ) provided by considering the biased strategy CA-Aβ (resp. CA-Fβ), over the non-biased strategy CA-noβ. It is computed as
Note that the denominator includes P We observe that, in denser networks (R≤80m), most users are served from renewable energy sources whatever it be CA-Aβ, CA-Fβ or CA-Noβ. The gain achieved by biasing is thus limited. However, when the network density decreases, the available renewable power is not sufficient to manage all users in the network. Significant gain is obtained by considering biased cell associations as they prevent far users (requesting large amount of power) to completely deplete batteries and thereby, to deprive nearby users to access renewable supply in future time slots. For example with R=90m, 21%-gain is achieved by CA-Aβ over CA-Noβ, which corresponds to around 9W over A sim .
In addition, the proposed CA-Aβ outperforms the conventional CA-Fβ by letting users decide on the power source at HY-BSs, implying that on-grid power may be consumed even if the battery is not empty. The resulted gain is particularly visible when β EH = β HY = 1 and β A = β G = 1, 3) Advantages of the proposed adaptive gains: In Figure 5 , we consider a network with fixed density λ = 1 π80 2 but with varying proportion of HY-BSs. We note that the case R=80m has been chosen on purpose since CA-Aβ and CA-Fβ achieve similar performance gain for c=0.4, as illustrated in Figure 4 . First, when most of base stations are hybrid (e.g. c=80%), the gain remains rather limited for CA-Aβ (resp. CA-Fβ) and is achieved for β A → β G = 1 (resp. β EH → β HY = 1), implying that distinguishing the type of BS powering for cell association does not provide much power gain. The conventional CA-Fβ slightly outperforms the proposed CA-Aβ in this case. Given the high homogeneity of such network, preventing batteries to be empty as does the proposed strategy, tends to increase the on-grid power consumption. Yet, this result does not account for the three main drawbacks detailed earlier.
On the contrary, when the proportion of HY-BSs is decreasing, the proposed cell association significantly outperforms the non-biased strategy CA-Noβ and more than 23% of gain is obtained when only 20% of base stations are HY-BSs (c=0.2). In this case, the optimal β A is such that β A β G and increases when the proportion of HY-BSs diminishes, thus preventing far users to request renewable energy, even if feasible at a given instant. Moreover, distinguishing cell association based on the type of powering used for data transmission (as in CA-Aβ) rather than on the type of BS (as in CA-Fβ) significantly improves the network performance. While 23% of gain is obtained with the proposed strategy, only a 16%-gain is reached with conventional biased cell association, which represents an additional gain of 3W (Figure 3) . Indeed, the proposed CA-Aβ provides a better distribution of the power available throughout the network, not only among EH-BSs but also among HY-BSs. In addition, the range of β A for which high power gain is achieved is much larger than for CA-Fβ. Thus, the proposed cell association still provides satisfying performance gain even if the set (β A , β G ) is away from its optimum. This trend is also observed in Figure 4 , for lower network densities. is decreasing, the distance between a user and its serving BS is longer, more transmit power is required and increasing β A to prompt users to request grid supply maintains higher battery level and thus, allows a better energy distribution among BSs. Yet, when r ≥ 300m, the density of OG-BSs is too low to affect performance results. The power gain starts to decrease and tends to the case r → ∞. Given such observation, we can conclude that the proposed cell association largely takes advantage of the high heterogeneity of the networks. 23 
VI. CONCLUSION
We have addressed the issue of the heterogeneity in the base station powering and have proposed a novel user association with adaptive biases. The provided gain is three-fold. First, users do not partition BSs depending on their effective type, but depending on the power supply, renewable or not, that is used for data transmission. Second, users associated with a HY-BS are let free to decide on the power supply to be used, and may request power from the grid even if the battery is not empty. Third, the power coverage of BSs as perceived by users is controlled by adaptive biases, which are set at each user and at each time slot, depending on the current BS battery level, the power required to satisfy a received power constraint and the estimated power consumed to serve other users potentially associated with the same BS. We have shown that this novel strategy significantly outperforms conventional policies, particularly in power-constrained networks, with low density or with limited access to the grid power supply. Moreover, it allows a better distribution of the available renewable energy among base stations and thereby, takes advantage of higher heterogeneity in the BS powering.
APPENDIX
We briefly re-state the closed-form expressions obtained in [18] and used in step 4 of the algorithm. Given Ω 
where P sum (l) = H (m) the probability that a X-BS harvests m power units during a time slot.
